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In the first part of this short paper, I shall establish the relationship between the development of 
property rights and the development of national financial markets. In a second part, I shall remark on 
policies in transition economies (of the former Soviet-Union) which made the creation of a “financial 
market” the primary focus of the reforms of the property regime of the USSR. The third part of the 
paper tries to present a sketchy argument for the thesis which I would like to advance for purposes of 
discussion. 
 
The thesis is as follows: International organisations might serve as catalysts in the process of 
developing national financial markets under the condition (i) that international and national financial 
markets are integrated only at a very advanced stage of the development of the latter and (ii) that 
foreign direct investments into developing markets take forms which adapt to a – even if technically 
less sophisticated – national context. The technical sophistication of international financial institutions 
should serve, at a first stage in the development of national financial markets, the goal of deciphering 
national property and contractual arrangements for the purpose of creating instruments which 
correspond to a plurality of – often diverse – arrangements of and on national markets.  
 
 
(1) Property rights are at the core of financial instruments. Money and credit, as known in 
advanced Western economies, are reflections of entitlements commonly referred to as private 
property. An – ever less relevant – diversity amongst financial instruments and institutions on globally 
integrated, developed financial markets is owed to diverse traditions of property rights. Most 
importantly, modes of transactions are creatures of varying property regimes (legal traditions). These 
modes condition the forms entitlements -- such as securities, derivatives, etc -- take and also the 
transactions with such entitlements. 
 
A comparative analysis of the forms of materiality of combined (joint) entrepreneurial activities in 
different legal systems results in most striking examples of diverse property regimes; even if such 
entrepreneurial activities take modern organisational forms such as the corporation. Legal traditions as 
well as different business cultures shape property rights which, in turn, determine the form and the 
materiality of entrepreneurial organisations.  
 
Financial instruments correspond to these organisations. Equity in companies (shares), options, rules 
of capitalisation of businesses or within joint undertakings, are extensions of entitlements as created 
by property rights. And they remain, to a certain extent, limited by such property rights. Consequently, 
national financial markets depend on national property regimes and the specifics of the private-public 
divide within national legal systems. 
 
 
(2) The transition processes within the former Soviet-Union were conceived -- by a certain 
orthodoxy prevailing, at the time, in international organisations and Western governments -- as break 
with the old regime. A careful review of this break reveals it as discontinuations of traditions and 
displacements of knowledge necessary to operate (within) the Soviet system. Amongst such 
discontinued and displaced systemic knowledge was – at decisive moments of the transition from the 
Soviet to the system of the successor states, like Russia -- the doctrinal and dogmatic wisdom of 
Soviet civil law. Such wisdom consisted in the continuation of the tradition of German Pandectism in 
Soviet-Russia after 1917. This continuation took the form of codifications of civil law (property, 
contracts, commercial law, the law of corporation and partnership, etc) of the Soviet era. Most 
importantly, this civil law tradition served as catalyst for reforms of the Soviet – economic, social and 
command – system, from the mid-fifties of the twentieth century up to perestroika. Its most noteworthy 
contributions to the reform of the last stage of the Soviet experiment (perestroika) consisted in the 
codifications of property and of entrepreneurial activities of 1990.  
 
For purposes of this paper, I want to draw on two codifications of 1990: the law on ownership of the 
USSR and the law of corporations. The law on ownership contained a specific provision regulating co-
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ownership of enterprises in the form of a limited partnership comparable to the Kommanditgesellschaft 
of German (and Austrian) law. A law on corporations drew on the German codifications of joint stock 
companies and limited liability companies (Aktiengesellschaft, Gesellschaft mit beschraenkter Haftung; 
AG and GmbH). 
 
These regulations of entrepreneurial activities aimed at creating incentives for investment by 
establishing the principle of limited liability of equity owners in businesses. And they intended to 
increase the range of entrepreneurial activities to be engaged in by private actors. As conceived by 
the legislation of 1990, corporations could not be organised, without major difficulties, as public 
companies. However, with a focus on the workforce in the large enterprises of the Soviet area, limited 
partnerships were designed as semi-public companies: workers in such enterprises could opt for 
becoming limited partners. The invitation to employees to become equity owners in their companies 
was extended for the purpose of developing an entrepreneurial spirit. Employees should involve 
themselves with management issues and embrace changes to increase efficiency, productivity and 
labour discipline within their firms.  
 
The legislation referred to above was characterised by the restricted access to equity ownership in 
Soviet enterprises organised as limited partnerships and as limited liability companies. The legislation 
of joint stock companies (AG) offered the possibility to establish a company which’s equity could – 
from the point of view of corporate organisation – be traded without restrictions. Yet, the clear intention 
of the legislator was to impede large scale equity trading at least in the first stages of transformation of 
– in most of the cases – state owned companies, with their dependence on a politically regulated 
process of supply and demand, into privately (or semi-privately) held firms which (had to) experiment 
with operating on markets. A privatization process established on these premises was to build upon 
vested interests of insiders in such firms and of groups directly depending on the Soviet enterprise 
welfare, such as local communities. It had to tie such interests to the firms undergoing changes. And it 
had to conceive of this transition as a gradual change within a context, of culture, techniques, and 
modes of operating firms. Developments of the legal frameworks for these changes were to mirror and 
to solicit changes as they were gradually happening. This scenario prolonged a history of reform of the 
Soviet system and its logic of change remained immanent the system.  
 
Tradability of equity in privatized firms was not perceived to benefit the reforms. A national financial 
market – on which to trade equity or derivatives of equity – was, in a first stage of reforms, not 
considered helpful for mobilising the resources and the logic of the Soviet system. 
 
In other words: reforms based upon the legislation of 1990, as outlined above, aimed at gradually 
changing the meaning and the modus operandi of certain (legal) institutes, the most important of which 
was ownership. 
 
The reform of the enterprise system on the basis of the law on ownership and the law of corporations 
did never gain momentum. In 1990, the “success” of Soviet reforms was proclaimed to be depending 
on assistance from the West. Foreign direct investments and access to global markets were 
promulgated, by the agents of the Washington consensus, as short term goals of the reforms. The 
restrictions inherent the approaches preferred by Soviet reformers of the high stage of perestroika 
were understood as impediments for the short term realisation of these specific goals. The orthodoxy 
prevailing in international organisations and amongst Western governments tied the fate of market 
reforms in the Soviet-Union to the establishment of a national financial market. 
 
Accordingly, privatization, changes of property laws, and the reform of the law of enterprises had to 
serve the creation of financial markets. The tradability of entitlements to equity of firms became 
desirable already during the initial stage of privatization. The transformation of Soviet enterprises into 
privatized firms had to pass a stage of “corporatization”. The types of corporation envisioned by Soviet 
reformers as vehicles for a gradual build up of a system of private enterprises were declared unfit to 
serve the instant creation of a national “capital market”. The privatization program which was 
implemented between December 1992 and June 1994, after the implosion of the Soviet-Union, relied 
on an understanding of corporation which was borrowed from the Anglo-Saxon tradition. It 
promulgated vouchers as entitlements to shares and gave every citizen the right to receive a small 
number of such vouchers. The instruments and institutions created in the course of this voucher (or 
“mass”) privatization appeared familiar to participants in Western financial markets. Between the 
summer of 1994 and August 1998, institutions and frameworks of a national “financial market” were 
created in Russia, which imitated similar institutions and frameworks in the US. Before 1998, 
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expectations were high that this national “financial market” could be integrated into a global system of 
“financial markets” within a relatively short period of time.  
 
The focus on imitating institutions of established financial markets came at the expense of thorough, 
structural reforms. Little concern was given to the relationship between the financial market and other 
markets inside Russia. While a so called “securities market” was booming, industrial production 
declined, the welfare system broke down, more than half of the population fell into poverty (as defined 
by Russian official sources), and the authority of the Russian state declined steadily. To the extent 
foreign investments into Russia took place prior to August 1998, they were directed — nearly 
exclusively -- towards securities which yielded high returns and which were either state obligations 
(bonds) or securities of companies trading in natural resources.  
 
Also, funds from illegitimate sources were channelled through this “financial market” and – like most of 
the gains from operations in Russia, whether legitimate or not – were transferred out of the Russian 
Federation. 
 
The ills of primary accumulation rapidly befell Russia because of the close to exclusive focus on the 
establishment of a national “financial market”, and not despite of this effort. The break down, instead of 
continuation and acceleration, of systemic logics of Soviet reforms was a condition for attempting to 
establish a financial market at once and as one of the first steps of the reform. Institutions which were 
developing in the US over a time span of more than a century should be created, artificially – this is to 
say, by way of a political decision – over a period of two to three years.  
 
 
(3) The account of the second part of this paper refers a historic choice of reformers: either to 
bring the tradition and logic of the system, which is to undergo changes, to bear for the benefit of such 
change. Or to imitate the technicalities of the institutions of developed and sophisticatedly organised 
economies by transplanting them into the system undergoing reforms. In the case of transition 
economies of the former USSR, the second approach resulted in the emphasis on the creation of a 
“financial market” as most important aspect of “economic transition”.  
 
The – up to this date – unsatisfactory results of the transition of the Soviet economy – in Russia and in 
other successor states, with the exception of the three Baltic States – is largely caused by this false 
choice and by the mistake of opening the national “financial market” to foreign investment at a too 
early stage of the development. 
 
Commercial market participants must look for low costs and high returns. This is also true in the case 
of players on financial markets. A uniformity of transactional techniques, of regulatory schemes, of 
products, of transactional frameworks, of collateral, etc, seems to reduce risk as well as transaction 
costs. Besides the costs of borrowing capital and maintaining investments, transaction costs are the 
main costs of operations on financial markets. The uniformity referred to above suggests lower costs 
of operations and an enhanced understanding of the market. A better understanding of the market is 
thought of minimising risk. 
 
If it is true that transition economies have to dwell on their own experiences, traditions and cultural – 
legal, social, moral – resources before exposing this transition process to direct investment and 
involvement from “advanced (financial) markets”, do such economies necessarily need to forgo foreign 
investments in the initial (inceptive) stage of such transition process?  
 
The answer is no. Since foreign investment should not restrict the space for developing context-
specific rules and regulations which, enable transition economies to gradually integrate with 
international markets, it has to find a role in this process of developing context-specific rules and 
institutions (of financial markets). Foreign investors in transition economies need to understand the 
context, the starting points, assumptions and goals of such a transition process. Even if the goal does 
not (primarily) consist in fostering “confidence in capitalism and in private ownership of large firms” 
(Black, Kraakman, and Hay, 1996). Since financial markets depend on highly evolved legal and 
governmental institutions (ibid), the development of transition economies might take directions which 
are not entirely familiar to foreign investors. 
 
The interest of foreign commercial market participants does not seem to sustain efforts at 
experimenting with context-specificity. Foreign investment might need other access to opportunities in 
transition economies. Such opportunities could be provided by specialised institutions set up within 
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international organisation. Such an effort can be conceived of as assistance for the transition process. 
Alternative, institutions could be created in transition economies which act as filter for foreign 
investment into emerging national (financial) markets. These institutions could be structured along the 
lines of privatization investment “funds” conceived by Rapaczynski as a result of his review and 
critique of the short comings of the privatization process in Poland in the early nineties of the last 
century. Such “funds” would be public policy institutions as well as investors seeking returns on 
investment. The main goal of such institutions would have to consist in the support for the 
development of context specific institutions of (financial) markets. 
 
The investment profile and the goals of such “funds” would be context depended. And they would help 
sustaining diversity and pluralism in developing (financial) markets. 
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